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Charles Dickens was born in Portsmouth  
in 1812 and published his first novel,  
‘The Pickwick Papers’ in 1837. He went on  
to write a total of 21 novels and novellas.  

‘David Copperfield’, his eighth novel, was 
published in 1850 and is generally regarded 
as being semi-autobiographical, containing 
many chapters that reflect his own life and 
experiences. David Forester, a literary critic 
of the time wrote ‘underneath the fiction lay 
something of the author’s life’. 

Young Charles was an avid reader with a 
particular favourite being ‘The Arabian 
Nights’. This is the story David Copperfield 
retells to his school friends in the book. 
Charles had to leave school abruptly at the 
age of 12 and go to work in a boot factory on 
account of his father being incarcerated in a 
debtor’s prison. This was a miserable period 
in his life and he later recalled: ‘I had no 
advice, no counsel, no encouragement,  

no consolation, no assistance, no 
support, of any kind, from anyone.’  This is 
reminiscent of David’s lines as he runs away 
from Murdstone’s bottle factory. Returning 
to school at Wellington House Academy, 
Charles recalls a sadistic head teacher, 
clearly reflected in the novel as Mr Creakle. 

‘David Copperfield’ is said to have been 
Dickens’s favourite novel, and it is certainly 
one of mine.  

Alistair Cording’s excellent adaptation 
received rave reviews when it was first 
performed in 1995 with a cast of only eight 
and although some characters have been 
omitted, it skilfully concentrates on  
the essentials of the story while maintaining 
its colour, humour and drama. 

NIALL MONAGHAN 
DIRECTOR
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Charles Dickens’s

Adapted for the stage by Alastair Cording



NIALL MONAGHAN   Director
Niall has been a member of the Miller Centre for nearly 45 years and couldn’t 
imagine life without it as it has played such an important part in his life over 
the years. He has been involved in most areas of the theatre but has mainly 
concentrated on stage lighting and directing, having directed nine productions 
for the company. Niall first visited the Minack in 1994 as part of the Miller Centre 
technical team for ‘Abelard & Heloise’ and has since been involved in eight of 
their nine productions at this wonderful venue. After a two-year delay due to 
the pandemic, Niall is very excited to eventually be able to have his Minack 
directorial debut with ‘David Copperfield’ and feels fortunate to be entrusted 
with such a talented and hard-working cast. He hopes you enjoy watching the 
show as much as he has enjoyed directing it.

PENNY PARKER   Assistant Director
This is Penny’s second trip to the Minack Theatre, having previously appeared  
in the Miller Centre’s production of ‘Nell Gwynn’ in 2017. More recently, Penny  
has turned her hand to movement direction, working on the Miller Centre’s 
production of ‘Goodnight Mr Tom’ earlier this year before being asked to work  
on ‘David Copperfield’, which she has thoroughly enjoyed. 

KEITH ORTON    Designer
During the past 25 years Keith has been fortunate enough to design 12 previous 
shows for the Minack Theatre. He began by designing devised productions with 
Royal Central School of Speech and Drama where he designed ‘Pirate Quest’, 
‘Beware the Jabberwocky’, ‘Mythbreakers’, ‘Beowulf’, ‘The Quest’, ‘Rat Catcher  
of Hamlin’, ‘The Odyssey’, ‘Arabian Nights’ and ‘Peter Pan’. For Searing Edge 
Theatre Company he designed ‘Merlin’s Child’, and his last two designs were  
‘Far From The Madding Crowd’ and ‘Nell Gwynn’ with The Miller Centre Theatre. 
This production of ‘David Copperfield’ is going to be his final design for the 
Minack Theatre. He has taken his inspiration from the harbour smoke houses 
of the south coast to create the Dickensian backdrop to the action, whilst 
considering how this fits with the stone and concrete. It has been a privilege  
to design for such a unique environment and he can safely say that that he  
has experienced most of the weather systems that can happen down here.  
It is without a doubt the most naturally beautiful theatre in the world and it  
will always hold a very special place in his heart.  





 

 Clara Peggotty SALLY BOSMAN
 Young David / Agnes LUCINDA BANTON
 Ham BRAM STEIN
 Daniel Peggotty DAVID KAY 
 Emily LAUREN CUDJOE
 Betsey Trotwood MORVEN RAE
 Mother / Dora  JEN ALLUM
 Edward Murdstone  ROBIN CLARK
 Jane Murdstone / Mary-Anne  GAIL BISHOP
 David Copperfield  HARRY WELLS
 Mr Creakle  RUSS GREGORY
 Traddles / Uriah Heep JAY ROLFE
 Steerforth ISAAC LEWSEY 
 Mr Micawber  IAN BROWN 
 Mrs Micawber  DIANE EBDEN
 Mr Dick PETER DAMESICK
 Mrs Steerforth CATHERINE ELLIOTT

ENSEMBLE 
HELEN DUNFORD, SOPHIA ELLIOTT, ANNE GREGORY, CHRIS HEARN,  

NATALIE JONES, JANE MONAGHAN, ANGELA WELLS, PHIL WRIGHT
 

CAST

There will be one INTERVAL of 20 minutes



 Director NIALL MONAGHAN
 Assistant Director PENNY PARKER
 Set Design KEITH ORTON 
 Stage Manager DENYS MARTIN
 ASM LESLEY SWAIN 
 Crew BARBARA MARTIN, DAVE OBERLÉ
 Properties CHRIS HEARN, PHIL WRIGHT, MIKE BELL
 Lighting Design  MARTIN SWAIN,  ALISTER MORTON
 Sound JONATHAN MASH
 Music IAN RAE 
 Set Construction MIKE BELL, assisted by  MIKE ALLEN,  
  ROGER  ASTLEY, STEVE BISHOP,  
  JOHN GRIFFITHS, DAVID MARTIN,  
  MIKE MILLSTED, PAUL SAUNDERS,  
  PETE WHEELDON,  PHIL WILLIAMS,  
  DICK WOODS
 Set Painting  KEITH ORTON, MARY GRIFFITHS,  

MIKE BELL, JEAN FIELD
 Wardrobe BERRY BUTLER, NIGEL KEMP, 
  ELIZABETH CALLOW  
 Hair & Makeup LAUREN  SCOTT-FAIRWEATHER 
 Wigs MORVEN RAE 
 Tour Manager SALLY BOSMAN 
 Programme/Poster Design ROBIN CLARK 

PRODUCTION TEAM

The video and/or audio recording of this performance by any means whatsoever are strictly prohibited.

The videotaping or making of electronic or other audio and/or visual recordings of this production is a 
violation of United Kingdom copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 and an actionable offence.



JEN ALLUM 
Mother / Dora

LUCINDA BANTON 
Young David / Agnes

GAIL BISHOP 
Jane Murdstone / Mary-Anne

SALLY BOSMAN 
Clara Peggotty

IAN BROWN 
Mr Micawber

ROBIN CLARK 
Edward Murdstone

LAUREN CUDJOE 
Emily

PETER DAMESICK 
Mr Dick

HELEN DUNFORD 
Ensemble

DIANE EBDEN 
Mrs Micawber

CATHERINE ELLIOTT 
Mrs Steerforth

SOPHIA ELLIOTT 
Ensemble

ANNE GREGORY 
Ensemble

RUSS GREGORY 
Mr Creakle

OUR CAST...



NATALIE JONES 
Ensemble

CHRIS HEARN 
Ensemble

DAVID KAY 
Daniel Peggotty

ISAAC LEWSEY 
Steerforth

MORVEN RAE 
Betsey Trotwood

JAY ROLFE 
Uriah Heep / Traddles

BRAM STEIN 
Ham

ANGELA WELLS 
Ensemble

HARRY WELLS 
David Copperfield

PHIL WRIGHT 
Ensemble

JANE MONAGHAN 
Ensemble



Find out more: themiller.net

ABOUT THE MILLER CENTRE 
THEATRE COMPANY
The Miller Centre Theatre Company is delighted 
to be making their tenth appearance at the 
Minack Theatre having first performed here in 
1994 with ‘Abelard & Heloise’. This was followed 
two years later by ‘The Fifteen Streets’, then 
‘King Lear ’in 1998, ‘Twelfth Night’ in 2001, 
‘Beauty and the Beast’ in 2004, ‘Peer Gynt’ in 
2007, ‘The Lion in Winter’ in 2011, ‘Far From the 
Madding Crowd’ in 2014, and most recently, 
‘Nell Gwynn’ in 2017.

The Miller Centre Theatre Company is based 
in Caterham, Surrey, about 20 miles south of 
London. We have exclusive use of a 186-seat 
professionally equipped, air conditioned theatre 
and we stage nine productions each season, 
ranging from farce to costume drama,  
musical to thriller. Each production runs for  
ten performances.

Our theatre is normally set for standard 
proscenium productions, but can be easily 
adapted for arena and in the round settings.

Our talented actors come from all walks of 
life and cover a range of acting ages, from 
teenager to octogenarian. All are amateurs, 
although many have skills indistinguishable 
from the professionals you might see on the 

London stage. Indeed, some have appeared 
professionally, but prefer the joie de vivre of  
the amateur world.

They are supported by an army of volunteers 
who direct and stage manage the productions, 
design and build our exceptional sets, source 
authentic props, design and operate often 
complex lighting and sound plots, run the Box 
Office, serve drinks at the bar... and carry out 
many, many more support activities.

Finally, we are very fortunate to sponsor a 
Young Players group, tomorrow’s amateur – 
and sometimes professional – actors.  They 
range in age from six to eighteen and stage a 
full blown production in the theatre at the end 
of every season.

http://www.themiller.net
https://www.themiller.net


Follow us on Instagram: 
/Miller_Centre_Theatre

Follow us on Facebook: 
/MillerCentreTheatre

Follow us on Twitter: 
@TheMillerCentre

30 Godstone Road • Caterham • Surrey CR3 6RA 
01883 349 850    themiller.net     

Registered Charity No. 1044236

The Theatre is private property. All photographic, 
broadcasting, video and other reproduction 
rights are retained by the Theatre. Commercial 
photography is prohibited at all times. Flash 
photography is hazardous to the safety of 
the performers and is not permitted. Other 
photographs for private use may be taken, 
provided no disturbance is caused to the audience 
or the actors.

In the interest of safety and comfort members of 
the audience are requested:

•  Not to walk on the stage at any time and to keep 
to the paths and steps when in the Theatre.

• Not to smoke anywhere in the theatre.

• To place all litter in the bins provided.

PLEASE NOTE

NEXT WEEK AT THE MINACK THEATRE

Little Women A musical based on the 
novel by Louisa May Alcott

Presented by the British Theatre Academy

1 – 5 August at 7.30pm and 2 & 4 August at 3pm

https://www.instagram.com/miller_centre_theatre/
https://www.instagram.com/miller_centre_theatre/
https://www.facebook.com/millercentretheatre
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